FLOW CHART FOR MATHEMATICS

Non Degree Level

Math Topics

MATH 256
Algebra Topics

MATH 250
College Arithmetic

MATH 201
Elementary Algebra

MATH 201
Intermediate Algebra

MATH 103
Elementary Algebra

MATH 102
Geometry

MATH 102
Structure & Concepts II

MATH 4A
Trigonometry

MATH 10A
Structure & Concepts I

MATH 4B
Pre-Calculus

MATH 10B
Structure & Concepts II

MATH 5A
Math Analysis I

MATH 17
Differential Equations

MATH 5B
Math Analysis II

and Linear Algebra

MATH 6
Math Analysis III

CSU Transfer, and
AA/AS/AS-T Degree Level
and Competency.

* Refer to catalog for subject prerequisites.
* Take placement test or submit official high school or college transcripts to the Admissions and Records Office.
* Discuss math level with a counselor.
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